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Abstract

This study employs a Keynesian-type model of the global economy to investigate the impact of savings rate, openness, and population size on equilibrium tax rates and tax revenues in a world economy. Within the model, the marginal propensity to consume is represented by a matrix specifying each country’s income distribution. This study reveals that equilibrium tax rates are higher in countries with a higher rate of savings, greater level of openness, and smaller population size. If an infinitely large number of identical and highly integrated competing countries exist, then a system with indirect taxation has a lower equilibrium tax rate and higher tax revenues than a system with direct taxation. If a country with direct taxation and a country with indirect taxation compete, then the latter country has an advantage.
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I. Introduction

The current trends in research on tax competition are marked by an increasingly strong shift from the narrow confines of the standard model of tax competition presented by Zodrow and Mieszkowski (1986) and Wilson (1986). First, the assumption of perfectly mobile real capital is unrealistic as the flow of capital generates initial capital building and transportation costs. In addition, the mobile factor can assume many forms, and each of these forms is subject to different taxes. Many authors have focused on other individual taxes, and only a few models have examined a uniform tax, which characterizes the tax burden in general. Second, the standard model presents a simplified picture of economic interdependence among countries. This problem has been recently addressed in the context of the so-called new economic geography; however, an adequate solution still has not been provided. The usual method based on total import and export evaluations does not consider second-, third-, and higher-order interdependencies reflected in the Leontief input-output model. Third, the standard model of tax competition and its modern modifications ignore the problem of general equilibrium; this decreases the macroeconomic values and prompts the authors to resort to common equilibrium models. The aforementioned trends offer promising prospects for the development of tax competition theory and its integration with general equilibrium theory.

This study aims to take a step in that direction and propose an approach to model tax competition based on the simple Keynesian equilibrium model. Following Keynes, we adopt a pattern of consumer behavior as the main parameter of the model. In our model, the counterpart of the marginal propensity to consume \( c \), determines the income allocation between consumption and savings, is the square matrix \( C \) indicating the distribution of each country’s income among internal consumption, exports, and savings. Simultaneously, the matrix \( C \) is the counterpart of the matrix of direct inputs in the Leontief model. Therefore, the matrix multiplier \((I - C)^{-1}\) describes a complex system of interrelations among countries in the global economy and corresponds to the simple Keynesian multiplier in a closed economy \((1 - c)^{-1}\). The introduction of a uniform direct tax in all countries results in a new distribution of incomes given by the matrix \((I - T)C\), where \( T \) denotes the diagonal matrix with tax rates on the diagonal, while the introduction of a uniform indirect tax generates the matrix \( C(I - R) \). Accordingly, two types of multipliers and two cases of equilibrium are produced. A specific state
of equilibrium is determined by the Nash equilibrium tax rates set by independent governments. It is assumed that the governments maximize the utility function, which is linearly dependent on the volume of private and public goods. Such an approach enables one to consider the income multiplication effect, which is ignored in most modern models of tax competition.

II. Literature Review

The basic model of tax competition theory is the model presented by Zodrow and Mieszkowski (1986) and Wilson (1986), which assumes a perfect mobility of physical capital serving as a tax base and target of interregional competition. Edwards and Keen (1996) analyzed the regulatory aspects of tax competition theory. They proposed a view of government as a Leviathan and benevolent maximizer of its citizens’ welfare. Furthermore, they concluded that tax competition is harmful and leads to sub-optimally low tax rates. This prevailing view has been shared by many authors. Fuest et al. (2005) concluded that capital tax disappears if real capital is perfectly mobile at the international level. A more recent study by Wilson (1999) indicated that the tendency of tax competition to drive down tax rates can be broken in the case of tax exporting, when the tax rates are inefficiently high. Sorensen (2000) used tax exporting to explain why effective tax rates have not considerably changed in OECD countries with an increase in economic integration.

The standard model of tax competition assumes that each country’s public good supply is financed by a tax on the capital employed within its borders. Therefore, some authors have offered a broader view of tax competition. Mendoza et al. (1994) divided all taxes into three categories: capital, labor, and consumption. Sinn (1990) analyzed value-added tax, Klick and Parisi (2005) examined uniform tax and treated GDP as a tax base, and Jacobs et al. (2010) focused on consumption tax. Another drawback of the standard model is that it omits the rate of savings, a key parameter in the Keynesian theory that determines the value of the multiplier and equilibrium macroeconomic variables considerably. Stauvermann and Kumar (2015) allowed for the rate of savings only indirectly through a subjective discount factor in a usual overlapping generations model by Diamond. Modern tax competition research has generally focused on
individual factors influencing equilibrium tax rates. Bucovetsky (1991) and Wilson (1991) examined the impact of jurisdiction size and demonstrated that smaller regions set lower tax rates. Moreover, Bucovetsky (2009) found that the average tax rate in a federation is determined by a relatively simple index, which must increase as the population distribution becomes more concentrated.

A further strand of literature on tax competition is based on the new economic geography. Ludema and Wooton (2000) demonstrated that international integration may decrease the intensity of tax competition, leading to higher equilibrium tax rates. Such integration may also lead to the spatial agglomeration of economic activities, with divergent economic structures and incomes across countries. Baldwin and Krugman (2004) proposed the theory of agglomeration rent, which rests on the assumption that the lumpiness of an economy gives industrialized nations an advantage over the less-industrialized nations. Thus, core governments can tax their firms at a higher rate than that at the periphery. Forslid (2005) confirmed the conclusions by Baldwin and Krugman (2004), stating that the effect of openness is important and that it may be nonmonotonic.

A separate line in the development of tax competition theory within the framework of new economic geography involves the use of Leontief’s (1936) input–output analysis. Metzler (1951) was the first to discuss the interindustrial price effect of taxes and subsidies in the input–output model. Miyazawa (1966) was one of the first to apply the input–output method to international trade analysis by identifying the export sector of the economy and introducing the concepts of internal and external multipliers. Swenson and Moore (1987) used a set of technical coefficients in the input–output analysis for tax research. They concluded that the major strength of the input–output analysis lies in the fact that it is a general equilibrium model. Borek et al. (2006) described a system of interdependent countries using a matrix of weights based on geographical continuity. Damania et al. (2003) indicated that trade liberalization may have additional beneficial multiplier effects that are usually ignored. Jacobs et al. (2010) examined the effect of a state’s spatial characteristics, that is, its size and geographical position.
III. The Model

This part comprises four sections. Section A outlines the model’s basic assumptions and briefly discusses the classical closed-economy Keynesian equilibrium model, from which all subsequent models of tax competition in the global economy have been built as a generalization. Section B describes models with a uniform direct tax. It examines tax competition between two countries that are identical in all respects, excluding the following: rate of savings, population size, and level of openness. It shows that the equilibrium tax rate is higher in countries that are richer, have a smaller population size, and have a greater level of openness. Finally, we define the concept of perfect tax competition and examine equilibrium under perfect tax competition. Section C describes models with a uniform indirect tax. It examines tax competition between two countries that are identical in all respects, excluding the level of openness. It shows that the equilibrium tax rate is higher in countries with a greater level of openness, which is similar to the export tax case. Further, we examine equilibrium under perfect tax competition and compare the equilibrium parameters in different tax systems. We conclude that the import tax system is more favorable for private entrepreneurship; yet, when certain parameters of the utility function are chosen, the equilibrium parameters under perfect tax competition is the same in different systems. Section D proposes an approach to model tax competition using both export and import taxes and describes a model with double taxation.

A. Basics

The model is based on Keynes’s (1936) workhorse model, however, unlike Keynes, we focus on interconnected countries with independent taxing and spending powers. The assumptions of the model are as follows: (1) governments move simultaneously in choosing tax rates; (2) there are two types of government economic policy - to maximize tax revenues (Leviathan) and maximize utility; (3) tax revenues are completely spent on public goods; (4) the utility function is the same for all governments, and it linearly depends on private and public goods; (5) consumption is the only component of autonomous aggregate expenditures; (6) consumption in a country, $c_a$, equals exogenous autonomous consumption, $c_{as}$, plus variable consumption, which linearly depends
on incomes in all countries; (7) the tax base equals income, $y$, minus autonomous consumption, in which the latter plays the role of tax deductions; (8) the condition of general equilibrium is the equality of incomes and consumption in each country, where equilibrium incomes depend on tax rates chosen by governments; (9) the reaction function determines the relation between the equilibrium tax rate in one country and the tax rates in other countries; and (10) Nash equilibrium is determined by tax rates that satisfy all reaction functions.

We look at three versions of the global economy model: (1) with an export tax, (2) with an import tax, and (3) with double taxation. In this section, we discuss the classical closed-economy Keynesian model. This is of crucial significance since all subsequent models are generalizations thereof.

As consumption is assumed to be a linear function of disposable income, the equilibrium condition becomes as follows:

$$y = c_a + y(1-t)c$$

where $y$ denotes the output level of private goods or income, $c_a$ denotes autonomous consumption, $c$ denotes the marginal propensity to consume or the rate of consumption, and $t$ denotes the tax rate. Solving equation (1) gives the equilibrium income, $y^*$ as follows:

$$y^* = c_a m$$

where * denotes the optimal value, and $m$ denotes the Keynesian tax multiplier:

$$m = [1 - (1 - t)c]^{-1}$$

Tax revenue, $G$, is directly proportional to the tax base, $y - c_a$:

$$G = t(y - c_a)$$

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (4) gives the well-known Laffer curve:

$$G = \frac{c_a c(t-t^2)}{s+ct}$$
where $s$ denotes the marginal propensity to save or the rate of savings, $s = 1 - c$.

The first case we consider is when the government acts as a Leviathan. Then, the equilibrium first-order condition for the tax revenue in equation (5) gives the equilibrium tax rate:

$$
t^*_s = \frac{\sqrt{s - s}}{1 - s}
$$

where $l$ denotes the number of countries in the economic system. We define a country with a lower rate of savings as poor and a country with a higher rate of savings as rich. As Keynes (2008, p. 28) stated, *For a poor community will be prone to consume by far the greater part of its output.*

The second case is when the government maximizes utility. Following Bucovetsky (2009), we assume that government preferences are linear for both a numeraire private good and public goods. Thus, the utility function for the government, $U$, is given by the following equation:

$$
U = \theta y + G
$$

where $\theta \geq 0$ represents the government’s willingness to pursue liberal policies. Thus, it represents the weight given by the government to private goods relative to public goods. We define this parameter as a degree of liberalization. If $\theta = 0$, then the government acts as a Leviathan. The equilibrium first-order condition for the utility function in equation (7) gives the equilibrium tax rate:

$$
t^*_s(\theta) = \frac{\sqrt{s - (1-s)\theta - s}}{1 - s}
$$

Three conclusions follow from the equality in equation (8). First, since the derivative of equation (8) with respect to $s$ is positive, the equilibrium tax rate in a rich country is higher than that in a poor country. This conclusion is important if we consider the theory of agglomeration externalities by Baldwin and Krugman (2004). They supposed that the lumpiness gives industrial nations a certain advantage over the less-industrialized nations; thus, core governments can tax their industries at a higher rate than that at the periphery. In other words, they considered higher tax rates in the more developed countries to be a result of international trade conditions. Simultaneously, in the classical
closed-economy Keynesian model, as shown previously, the equilibrium tax rate in rich
countries is higher than that in poor ones because of the difference in the rate of savings,
and this difference has nothing to do with international trade. Thus, we may consider
that the higher tax rate in rich countries is a consequence of the difference in Keynesian
multipliers. As the multiplier in a rich country is lower than that in a poor country, the
government of the rich country has to compensate for this effect by increasing the tax
rate to maximize tax revenues or utility.

Second, using L’Hôpital’s rule, we can conclude that if the rate of savings converges
to unity, the equilibrium tax rate converges to $0.5 - \theta/2$. In the case of a Leviathan
government, it converges to 0.5. Third, since the derivative of equation (8) with respect
to $\theta$ is negative, an increase in the degree of liberalization decreases the equilibrium tax
rate and the latter equals zero if $\theta$ exceeds $s/(1-s)$. In other words, the more liberal the
government, the lower the tax burden.

**B. Model with an export tax**

**1. Settings**

There are two jurisdictions called countries. We assume that a tax is levied on
domestic products exclusive of autonomous consumption, that is, on the internal
consumption of domestic products and exports. We define such a world economy as a
system with an export tax. The basic matrix variables of the model include $Y = (y_1, y_2)$;
$C_a = (c_1, c_2)$; $C = (c_{ij})$; $T$ denotes the diagonal matrix with the diagonal $(t_1, t_2)$, where $y_i$
denotes income, $c_i$ denotes autonomous consumption, $t_i$ denotes the export tax rate, $c_{ii}$
denotes the share of private output of region $i$ consumed within the country or the rate
of internal consumption, $c_{ij}$ ($i \neq j$) denotes the share of exports from country $i$ to country
$j$ in the income of country $i$, and $i = 1, \ldots, n$, where $n$ is the number of countries. The
matrix $C$ describes the distribution of each country’s domestic product between countries
in the absence of taxation. The vector $C_a$ describes the distribution of population between
countries, as we assume that autonomous consumption in each country is directly
proportional to population size. Moreover, for the remainder of the paper and without
loss of generality, we assume that $c_i$ equals the population size of country $i$. We consider
the matrix $C$ and the vector $C_a$ as exogenously given. The rate of savings in country $i$ is
$s_i > 0$, $s_i = 1 - c_{ii} - c_{i2}$.
Consumption in country 1, $e_1$, is the sum of autonomous consumption, $c_1$ (term 1), the consumption of domestic products after levying export/product taxes in country 1 (term 2), and the consumption of imported products, which equals the exports of country 2 after levying export taxes in country 2 (term 3). Consumption in country 2 is the sum of three analogous terms. Thus, the equilibrium condition can be expressed by two equations:

$$e_1 = c_1 + y_1(1 - t_1)c_{11} + y_2(1 - t_2)c_{21}$$

(9)

$$e_2 = c_2 + y_1(1 - t_1)c_{12} + y_2(1 - t_2)c_{22}$$

(10)

Writing equations (9) and (10) in matrix form yields the following:

$$E = C_a + Y(I - T)C$$

(11)

where $E = (e_1, e_2)$, $I$ denotes the identity matrix, and $C$ plays a role in the marginal propensity to consume. The condition of general equilibrium is the equality of income and consumption in each country ($Y = E$). It is a matrix equivalent to equation (1):

$$Y = C_a + Y(I - T)C$$

(12)

Solving equation (12) gives the vector of equilibrium incomes, $Y^*$:

$$Y^* = C_a \times M_{exp}$$

(13)

where $M_{exp}$ denotes a matrix tax multiplier or the Leontief inverse, which is the matrix equivalent of the classical multiplier in equation (3).

$$M_{exp} = [I - (I - T)C]^{-1}$$

(14)

$$M_{exp} = \frac{1}{d} \begin{pmatrix} 1 - (1 - t_2)c_{22} & (1 - t_1)c_{12} \\ (1 - t_2)c_{21} & 1 - (1 - t_1)c_{11} \end{pmatrix}$$

(15)

where the determinant of the matrix $I - (I - T)C$ is denoted by $d$: 
\[ d = [1 - (1 - t_1)c_{11}] \times [1 - (1 - t_2)c_{22}] - (1 - t_1)(1 - t_2)c_{12}c_{21} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

A sufficient condition for the inverse \([I - (I - T)C]^{-1}\) to exist and contain only positive elements is that the sum of the elements of any row of \((I - T)C\) does not exceed unity and that at least one such sum is less than unity. Due to our assumptions, this condition holds true for \(C\). Therefore, it also holds true for \((I - T)C\) as all elements of the latter are less than the respective elements of \(C\).

2. A rich country and a poor country

The world comprises two countries that are identical in all respects, excluding the rate of savings. The governments maximize utility, and \(\theta\) is assumed to be the same for both governments. The share of internal consumption of domestic products in each country’s income equals the corresponding share of exports: \(c_{11} = c_{12} = a > 0\), \(c_{21} = c_{22} = b > 0\), \(a > b\), and \(c_1 = c_2 = c_a > 0\). Since the rate of savings in country 1 is lower than that in country 2, we define country 1 as poor and country 2 as rich. The world average rate of savings is denoted by \(s\), where \(s = 1 - a - b\).

The algorithm for calculating the equilibrium tax rates comprises the following six stages.

*Stage 1. The Determinant and Multiplier.* Substituting the elements of matrix \(C\) into equations (14) and (16) gives the determinant of the matrix \(I - (I - T)C\), denoted by \(d\), and the multiplier, \(M_{exp}\). Here, the determinant is as follows:

\[ d = s + at_1 + bt_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

*Stage 2. The Income.* Substituting the elements of vector \(C_a\) into equation (13) gives the income of country 1, \(y_1\), as a function of two variable tax rates:

\[ y_1 = \frac{c_a}{s + at_1 + bt_2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

*Stage 3. The Utility or Tax Revenues.* Substituting equation (18) into equations (4) and (7) gives the utility in country 1:
If the governments act as Leviathans, substituting equation (18) into equation (4) gives the tax revenues in country 1, $G_1$.

**Stage 4. The First-Order Condition.** The equilibrium tax rate in country 1 satisfies the first-order condition for utility maximization: $\delta U_1 / \delta t_1 = 0$. It gives the quadratic equation for the equilibrium tax rate $1$, which indirectly defines the reaction function $1$:

$$a^2(t_1^*)^2 + 2a(s + bt_2)t_1^* - bt_2 - s(1 - s) + b^2t_2^2 + \theta = 0 \tag{20}$$

If governments act as Leviathans, the first-order condition for maximizing the tax revenue becomes $\delta G_1 / \delta t_1 = 0$.

**Stage 5. The Reaction Function.** Solving equation (20) gives the reaction function for country 1, $t_1^*(t_2)$:

$$t_1^* = \frac{1}{a} \left[ \sqrt{s + bt_2 - a\theta} - (s + bt_2) \right] \tag{21}$$

Working through stages 2 to 5 for country 2 gives the reaction function for country 2, $t_2^*(t_1)$:

$$t_2^* = \frac{1}{b} \left[ \sqrt{s + at_1 - b\theta} - (s + at_1) \right] \tag{22}$$

**Stage 6. The Nash Equilibrium.** Since the Nash equilibrium is the intersection of reaction functions, solving the system of reaction functions gives the equilibrium tax rates $t_1^*$ and $t_2^*$. Solving the systems represented by equations (21)–(22) gives the following equation:

$$\frac{t_2^*}{t_1^*} = \frac{a}{b} + \left( \frac{a}{b} - 1 \right) \frac{\theta}{t_1^*} \tag{23}$$

This implies that (1) the equilibrium tax rate in a rich country is higher than that in a poor country, as in the classical Keynesian model; (2) an increase in the degree of liberalization of economic policy increases the difference between tax rates in rich and poor countries; and (3) if the governments act as Leviathans, then $t_2^*/t_1^* = a/b$. 
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Suppose the governments act as Leviathans. Substituting $\theta = 0$ into equation (21) gives the reaction function for country 1:

$$t_1^* = \frac{1}{a} \left[ \sqrt{s + bt_2} - (s + bt_2) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Differentiating equation (24) with respect to $t_2$ gives the following:

$$\frac{\delta t_1^*}{\delta t_2} = \frac{b(1-2\sqrt{s+bt_2})}{2a\sqrt{s+bt_2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

Setting the right-hand side of equation (25) to zero gives a tax rate $t_2^0$, which divides the upward-sloping and downward-sloping sections of the reaction function, $t_2^0 = (1 - 4s)/4a$. This implies that if the rate of savings exceeds 0.25, then the reaction functions have no upward-sloping section. If the rate is less than 0.25, then the reaction functions have upward and downward-sloping sections. The presence of both upward and downward-sloping sections can be accounted for by the hypothesis that the two following effects exist. Because of the substitution effect, a higher tax rate in country 2 makes country 1 relatively richer and induces the government of the latter to increase its tax rate. Because of the income effect, a higher tax rate in country 2 makes all countries, including country 1, poorer and induces the government of the latter to decrease its tax rate. The resulting tax rate is the outcome of balancing these two effects. If the substitution effect outweighs the income effect, then the tax rate in country 1 increases with the tax rate in country 2 and the reaction function is upward sloping. This is possible if $s < 0.25$ and $t_2 < t_2^0$. If the income effect outweighs the substitution effect, then the tax rate in country 1 decreases with the higher tax rate in country 2 and the reaction function is downward sloping. This is possible if $s > 0.25$ or $t_2 > t_2^0$.

**3. A large country and a small country**

The world comprises two countries that are identical in all respects, excluding population size: $c_{ij} = a > 0$, $i, j = 1, 2$. The governments act as Leviathans. The population size of country 1, $c_1$, is a variable, and the population size of country 2, $c_2$, is exogenously given, $l = \frac{c_2}{c_1}$. Working through stages 1~5 gives the income, tax revenues, first-order condition, and reaction function for country 1:
Differentiating the reaction function in equation (29) with respect to \( l \) gives the following:

\[
\frac{\delta t_1^*}{\delta l} = \frac{-at_2^2 + (a-s)t_1^* + s}{2\sqrt{\ldots}}
\]  

(30)

The numerator in the right-hand side of equation (30) is positive since it is a product of two positive multipliers: \((1 - t_2)(s + at_2) \geq 0\). As both the numerator and denominator in the right-hand side of equation (30) are positive, the derivative in the left-hand side is positive as well. This means that an increase in the population size of country 1 (a decrease in \( l \)) decreases the equilibrium tax rate in country 1. Consequently, the reaction function for country 1 in Figure 1 shifts to the left.

Working through stages 1~5 for country 2 gives the reaction function for country 2:

\[
t_2^* = \frac{1}{a} \sqrt{a^2 \left(1 - \frac{1}{l}\right) t_1^2 + a \left(2s + \frac{a-s}{l} + a\right) t_1 + s \left(s + a + \frac{a}{l}\right) - s - at_1}
\]  

(31)

Differentiating the reaction function in equation (31) with respect to \( l \) gives the following:

\[
\frac{\delta t_2^*}{\delta l} = \frac{at_2^2 - (a-s)t_1 - s}{2l^2\sqrt{\ldots}}
\]  

(32)
The numerator in the right-hand side of equation (32) is negative, while the denominator is positive. Therefore, the derivative in the left-hand side is negative. This means that an increase in the population size of country 1 (a decrease in $l$) increases the equilibrium tax rate in country 2. Consequently, the reaction function for country 2 in Figure 1 shifts upwards.

**Figure 1. A smaller country levies a higher tax rate**

(Note) The equilibrium tax rates are equal and the point of Nash equilibrium is denoted by $E_1$. As the population size of country 1 increases, the reaction function 1 shifts to the left and the reaction function 2 shifts upwards. The intersection of the broken lines $E_2$ marks the new point of Nash equilibrium.

(Source) Author’s creation

Suppose that in the initial state, the countries’ population size is the same. Then, by symmetry, the equilibrium tax rates are equal and the point of Nash equilibrium is denoted by $E_1$. As the population size of country 1 increases, the reaction function 1 shifts to the left and the reaction function 2 shifts upwards. The intersection of the broken lines $E_2$ marks the new point of Nash equilibrium (Figure 1). This indicates that an increase in the population size of country 1 relative to country 2 decreases the equilibrium tax rate in country 1 and increases the equilibrium tax rate in country 2.
Therefore, a smaller country sets a higher tax rate. This contradicts the conclusion drawn by Bucovetsky (1991), who demonstrated that in a model of capital tax competition, the smaller jurisdiction levies a lower tax rate.

4. A highly integrated country and a loosely integrated country

The world comprises two countries that are identical in all respects, excluding the share of exports in their incomes, which characterizes the level of openness of the respective economies. Our choice of this measure of openness is motivated by two reasons. First, the share of exports characterizes the comparative advantage of a country’s economy and largely determines the potential value of imports. This enables us to ignore the share of imports, whereas a common approach, starting with the study by Garrett (1995), considers total exports and imports as a measure of openness. Second, there is a negative relation between the share of exports and trade costs, which determine the degree of openness in the theory of agglomeration advantages by Baldwin and Krugman (2004). This relation suggests that the share of exports could depend on trade costs, along with other factors of openness.

We consider the governments to act as Leviathans and assume that the share of exports in one country’s income equals the other country’s rate of internal consumption:

\[ c_{11} = c_{21} = a > 0, \quad c_{12} = c_{22} = b > 0, \quad \text{where} \quad a \leq b \quad \text{and} \quad c_1 = c_2 = c_a. \]

Since the share of exports in country 1 is higher than that in country 2, country 1’s level of integration into the world economy is relatively greater than that of country 2.

Thus, we define country 1 as highly integrated and country 2 as loosely integrated.

Working through stages 1 to 5 gives the income, tax revenues, and indirectly defined reaction function for country 1:

\[ y_1 = c_a \frac{1-(b-a)(1-t_2)}{s+at_1+bt_2} \] (33)

\[ G_1 = ac_a \frac{2t_1-t_1^2-t_1t_2}{s+at_1+bt_2} \] (34)

\[ a(t_1^2) + 2(s + bt_2)t_1^* + (s - 2b)t_2 - 2s + b(t_2)^2 = 0 \] (35)

Working through stages 1 to 5 for country 2 gives the indirectly defined reaction function for country 2:
Substituting variable tax rates into the equilibrium tax rates and subtracting equation (35) from equation (36) gives the difference between the equilibrium tax rates:

\[ t^*_1 - t^*_2 = \frac{2(b-a) \alpha^*_2 (1-\alpha^*_2)}{2(b-a) \alpha^*_2 + 2a + s} \]  

The right-hand side of equation (37) is positive. Therefore, in the system with an export tax, the equilibrium tax rate in a highly integrated country is higher than that in a loosely integrated country. Technically, this result corresponds to the theory of agglomeration rent by Baldwin and Krugman (2004). However, the causes of the difference between the equilibrium tax rates are different. Since commodity exporters tend to be highly integrated and less-industrialized countries, they cannot be classified as core nations.

5. Perfect tax competition

Tax competition is defined as perfect if the world comprises many independent identical countries: \( c_{ij} = a > 0 \), where \( c_i = c_a \) and \( i, j = 1, \ldots, n \), where \( n \) is the number of countries. The share of internal consumption in each country, \( c_{ii} = (1-s)/n \), converges to zero as the number of countries becomes infinitely large. Therefore, perfect tax competition describes the case with the highest degree of trade integration.

First, we consider the case in which the governments act as Leviathans and wherein the world comprises three identical countries. We then apply the model to the case of an unlimited number of countries. Working through stages 1~2 gives the income of country 1:

\[ y_1 = \frac{c_a}{s + at_1 + at_2 + at_3} \]  

where \( s = 1 - 3a \). As can be seen from equation (38), the incomes of identical countries are always equal, being determined by a common function that only depends on the world average tax rate. Simultaneously, a country with a higher tax rate gets larger tax revenues. Therefore, each country is interested in increasing its tax rate. Working through stages 3 to 4 gives the tax revenues and first-order condition for country 1.
where $T = t_2 + t_3$. We now apply equation (40) to a world with $n$ countries, $n = k + 1$:

$$a(t^*_s)^2 + 2(s + aT)t^*_s - \frac{s(1 - s)}{a} + 2st - T + aT^2 = 0 \tag{40}$$

Solving equation (41) gives the equilibrium tax rate:

$$t^*_{k+1} = \frac{\sqrt{4s + 4ks + k^2 - 2s - 2ks + k}}{2(1 + k)(1 - s)} \tag{42}$$

Using L'Hôpital’s rule, we conclude that if $s$ converges to 1, the equilibrium tax rate converges to $(k + 1)/(k + 2)$. Hence, in a closed economy ($k = 0$), the maximum equilibrium tax rate equals 0.5. It equals 0.666 in a system with two countries and converges to 1 in the case of unlimited number of countries. Solving equation (40) gives the function of the equilibrium tax rate in country 1, which only depends on the sum of tax rates of $k$ other countries; an equivalent of the reaction function:

$$t^*_i(T) = \frac{1}{a} \left[ \sqrt{s + aT} - (s + aT) \right] \tag{43}$$

where $T = t_2 + \cdots + t_n$. Differentiating equation (43) with respect to $t_j$ gives the following:

$$\frac{\delta t^*_i}{\delta t_j} = \frac{1 - 2\sqrt{s + aT}}{2\sqrt{s + aT}} \tag{44}$$

where $i \neq j$. Equation (44) implies that the derivative of the equilibrium tax rate in one country with respect to the tax rate in any other country depends only on the sum of tax rates in other countries. The derivative is positive if the average tax rate of other
countries is lower than $t^0$:

$$t^0 = \frac{(1-4s)(k+1)}{4(1-s)k} \quad (45)$$

Equation (45) illustrates that the positive relation between the equilibrium tax rate in a given country and the tax rate in any other country is possible if the rate of savings is less than 0.25, as in the case of two countries.

Similarly, we can study the case of utility maximization for a large number of identical countries. It can be shown that the equilibrium tax rate becomes as follows:

$$t^{k+1}_*(\theta) = \frac{\sqrt{4s+4ks+k^2-4(k+1)(1-s)\theta-2s-2ks+k}}{2(1+k)(1-s)} \quad (46)$$

Applying L'Hôpital’s rule, we see that equation (46) gives the equilibrium tax rate under perfect tax competition, $n \to \infty$:

$$t^\infty_* = 1 - \theta \quad (47)$$

Using equation (38), we obtain the equilibrium income for the case of $n$ countries:

$$y^n_* = \frac{c_a}{s+(1-s)t^n_*} \quad (48)$$

Using equations (47) and (48), we get the equilibrium income under perfect tax competition:

$$y^\infty_* = \frac{c_a}{1-\theta(1-s)} \quad (49)$$

Substituting equation (49) into equation (4) gives the equilibrium tax revenue under perfect tax competition:

$$G^\infty_* = \frac{c_a(1-\theta)(1-s)}{1-\theta(1-s)} \quad (50)$$
Equations (47)–(50) imply that under perfect tax competition in a system with an export tax, (1) the equilibrium tax rate depends only on the degree of liberalization, whereas the equilibrium income and tax revenues depend on the rate of savings and population size; (2) if the government values private goods in the same manner as public goods \( (\theta = 1) \), then the equilibrium tax rate is zero; and (3) in the Leviathan case \( (\theta = 0) \), the equilibrium tax rate converges to 1, the income converges to autonomous consumption, and the tax revenues converge to zero. Thus, if each country seeks to maximize its tax revenues, then the equilibrium tax revenue of each country converges to zero. This effect is similar to the paradox of thrift in Keynesian theory. If society attempts to save more, it may end up actually saving the same amount or even less. This result is consistent with the conclusion reached by Wilson and Wildasin (2004) that Leviathan models and the Zodrow-Mieszkowski model agree that tax competition lowers the size of government.

Differentiating equation (50) with respect to \( \theta \) gives the degree of liberalization \( \theta_{\text{exp}} \), which maximizes the equilibrium tax revenue under perfect tax competition:

\[
\theta_{\text{exp}} = \frac{1 - \sqrt{s}}{1 - s} \quad (51)
\]

This rate of liberalization allows governments to reach a certain compromise between two goals of economic policy: encouraging private business \( (\theta \neq 0) \) and providing people with public goods \( (G \neq 0) \). Substituting equation (51) into equations (49) and (50) gives the equilibrium income and equilibrium tax revenues for the case when \( \theta = \theta_{\text{exp}} \):

\[
y_{\infty}(\theta_{\text{exp}}) = \frac{c a}{\sqrt{s}} \quad (52)
\]

\[
G_{\infty}(\theta_{\text{exp}}) = c a \frac{1 - \sqrt{s}}{s + \sqrt{s}} \quad (53)
\]

C. Model with an import tax

1. Settings

The world comprises two identical countries. Taxes are levied on consumption exclusive
of autonomous consumption, that is, on the internal consumption of domestic products and imports. Such a world economy is defined as a system with an import tax. Basic matrix variables of the model include \( Y = (y_1, y_2); \ C_a = (c_1, c_2); \ C = (c_{ij}); \) and \( R \) is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal \((\tau_1, \tau_2)\), where \( \tau_i \) is the import tax rate. Consumption in country 1, \( e_1 \), is the sum of autonomous consumption, \( c_1 \) (term 1), the consumption of domestic products after levying import/product taxes in country 1 (term 2), and the consumption of imported products, which equals the exports of country 2 after levying import taxes in country 1 (term 3). Consumption in country 2, \( e_2 \), is the sum of three analogous terms. Thus, the equilibrium condition is determined by two equations:

\[
e_1 = c_1 + y_1(1 - \tau_1)c_{11} + y_2(1 - \tau_1)c_{21} \quad (54)
\]

\[
e_2 = c_2 + y_1(1 - \tau_2)c_{12} + y_2(1 - \tau_2)c_{22} \quad (55)
\]

Equations (57) and (58) can be written in a matrix form as follows:

\[
E = C_a + YC(I - R) \quad (56)
\]

The condition of general equilibrium is the equality of income and consumption in each country:

\[
Y = C_a + YC(I - R) \quad (57)
\]

Solving equation (57) gives the vector of equilibrium incomes, \( Y^* \), and the matrix multiplier for the system with an import tax, \( M_{imp} \):

\[
Y^* = C_a \times M_{imp} \quad (58)
\]

\[
M_{imp} = [I - C(I - R)]^{-1} \quad (59)
\]

\[
M_{imp} = \frac{1}{d} \begin{pmatrix}
1 - (1 - \tau_2)c_{22} & (1 - \tau_2)c_{12} \\
(1 - \tau_1)c_{21} & 1 - (1 - \tau_1)c_{11}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
d = [1 - (1 - \tau_1)c_{11}] \times [1 - (1 - \tau_2)c_{22}] - (1 - \tau_1)(1 - \tau_2)c_{12}c_{21} \quad (61)
\]
where $d$ is the determinant of the matrix $I - C(I - R)$.

2. A highly integrated country and a loosely integrated country

The world comprises two countries that are identical in all respects, excluding the share of exports in their income, which characterizes the level of openness of the respective economies. The governments act as Leviathans. The share of exports in one country’s income equals the other country’s rate of internal consumption: $c_{11} = c_{21} = a > 0$, $c_{12} = c_{22} = b > 0$, where $a \leq b$ and $c_1 = c_2 = c_a$. We define country 1 as highly integrated and country 2 as loosely integrated.

Working through stages 1 to 5 gives the income, tax revenues, and indirectly defined reaction function for country 1:

\[ y_1 = c_1 a \frac{1 + a - b - a \tau_1 + b \tau_2}{s + a \tau_1 + b \tau_2} \]  
\[ G_1 = 2ac_1 \frac{\tau_1 - \tau_1^2}{s + a \tau_1 + b \tau_2} \]  
\[ a(\tau_1^*)^2 + 2s \tau_1^* + 2b \tau_1^* \tau_2 - b \tau_2 - s = 0 \]  
\[ a[\tau_1^*(0)]^2 + 2s \tau_1^*(0) - s = 0 \]

Substituting $\tau_2 = 0$ into equation (64) gives the quadratic equation for $\tau_1^*(0)$

\[ a[\tau_1^*(0)]^2 + 2s \tau_1^*(0) - s = 0 \]

This determines the point of intersection of the reaction function 1 and the horizontal axis:

\[ \tau_1^*(0) = \frac{1}{1 - b - s} \left( \sqrt{s(1 - b) - s} \right) \]

Suppose that $s$ is exogenously given. Then, the shifts of the reaction functions depend only on the variable share of exports in the income of country 1 (or the share of internal consumption in the income of country 2)−$b$. Differentiating equation (66) with respect to $b$ gives the following:
The numerator in the right-hand side of equation (67) is positive since the arithmetic means of $s$ and $(1-b)$ exceed their geometric means. As both the numerator and denominator are positive, the derivative is positive as well. This means that an increase in the share of exports in the income of country 1 increases the equilibrium tax rate in country 1 if $\tau_2$ equals zero. It is evident that the reaction function 1 in Figure 2 shifts to the right.

Similarly, the indirectly determined reaction function 2 becomes as follows:

$$b(\tau_2^*)^2 + 2s\tau_2^* + 2a\tau_2^*\tau_1 - a\tau_1 - s = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (68)

Substituting $\tau_1 = 0$ into equation (68) gives the quadratic equation for $\tau_2^*(0)$:

**Figure 2. A highly integrated country levies a higher tax rate**

(Note) Suppose that in the initial state, each country’s share of exports equals the share of internal consumption. Then, the equilibrium tax rates are equal, and the point of Nash equilibrium is denoted by $E_1$. Suppose that the share of exports in country 1 increases. Then, the reaction function 1 shifts to the right, and the reaction function 2 shifts downwards. The intersection of the broken lines $E_2$ marks the new point of Nash equilibrium.

(Source) Author’s creation
This determines the point of intersection of the reaction function 2 and the vertical axis:

\[
\tau_2^*(0) = \frac{1}{b} \left( \sqrt{s(s + b)} - s \right)
\]  

(70)

Differentiating equation (70) with respect to \(b\) gives the following:

\[
\frac{\delta \tau_2^*(0)}{\delta b} = s \frac{\sqrt{s(s+b)} - \frac{s+(s+b)}{2}}{b^2 \sqrt{s(s+b)}}
\]  

(71)

The numerator in the right-hand side of equation (71) is negative since the arithmetic means of \(s\) and \((s + b)\) exceed their geometric means. As the denominator is positive, the derivative is negative. This means that an increase in the share of exports in the income of country 1 decreases the tax rate in country 2 if \(\tau_1\) equals zero. It is evident that the reaction function 2 in Figure 2 shifts downwards.

Suppose that in the initial state, each country’s share of exports equals the share of internal consumption. Then, the equilibrium tax rates are equal, and the point of Nash equilibrium is denoted by \(E_1\). Suppose that the share of exports in country 1 increases. Then, the reaction function 1 shifts to the right, and the reaction function 2 shifts downwards. The intersection of the broken lines \(E_2\) marks the new point of Nash equilibrium in Figure 2. It shows that an increase in the share of exports in country 1 (highly integrated) decreases the equilibrium tax rate in country 2 (loosely integrated) and increases the equilibrium tax rate in country 1. Therefore, in a system with an import tax, a highly integrated country sets a higher tax rate. Thus, a highly integrated country would levy a higher tax rate both in the system with an export tax and in the system with an import tax.

3. Perfect tax competition

We first explain the difference in the behavior of identical countries in a system with an export tax and a system with an import tax. Substituting \(b\) with \(a\) in equation (62) gives an analogous equation for the income in country 2. Subtracting these equations gives the difference between their incomes in a system with an import tax:
Equation (72) implies that income in a country with a higher tax rate is relatively lower; thus, an increase in the tax rate decreases income and the tax base compared with the situation in a country with a constant tax rate. Therefore, as opposed to the model with an export tax, a country is not interested in indefinitely increasing its tax rate. Now, consider the Leviathan case with three identical countries and then apply the model to a world with \( n = k + 1 \) countries:

\[
\alpha \tau_*^2 + 2(s + ak \tau_*) \tau_* - s - ak \tau_* = 0 \tag{73}
\]

Solving equation (73) gives the equilibrium tax rate as follows:

\[
\tau_{k+1}^* = \frac{\sqrt{[k(1+s)+2s]^2+4s(1-s)(k+1) - 2s-3ks+k}}{2(1+2k)(1-s)} \tag{74}
\]

Next, consider the case in which governments maximize utility under perfect tax competition. The equilibrium tax rate in country 1 can be shown to take the following form:

\[
\tau_{k+1}^* = \frac{\sqrt{k^2[2s+(1-s)(1-\theta)]^2+8s-8s^2-2sk-2s+(1-s)k(1-\theta)}}{2(1+2k)(1-s)} \tag{75}
\]

Application of L'Hôpital’s rule to equation (75) gives the equilibrium tax rate under perfect tax competition, \( n \to \infty \):

\[
\tau_*^\infty(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\theta}{2} \tag{76}
\]

Note that this value equals the equilibrium tax rate in the Keynesian model of a closed economy for the case of a perfect rich country. When the rate of consumption, \( c \), converges to zero. In the model with an import tax, the same value of the equilibrium tax rate holds for the case of perfect integration when the rate of internal consumption, \( c_{ii} = a = 1/n \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, n \)), converges to zero. Thus, the rate of internal consumption measures both the richness of a country and its degree of openness.

Using equations (58), (60), (61), and (76), we get the equilibrium income under perfect
tax competition:

$$y^\infty = \frac{2c_a}{1+s-\theta(1-s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (77)

Substituting equation (76) into equation (4) gives the equilibrium tax revenues under perfect tax competition:

$$G^\infty = \frac{c_a(1-\theta^2)(1-s)}{2[1+s-\theta(1-s)]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (78)

Equations (76)–(78) imply that under perfect tax competition in a system with an import tax, (1) the equilibrium tax rate depends only on the degree of liberalization, whereas the equilibrium income and tax revenues depend on the rate of savings and population size, which is similar to the system with an export tax; (2) if the government values private goods in the same manner as public goods ($\theta = 1$), then the equilibrium tax rate is zero, which is similar to the system with an export tax; and (3) in the Leviathan case ($\theta = 0$), the equilibrium tax rate converges to 0.5, the income exceeds autonomous consumption, and the tax revenues are positive.

Equations (46) and (75) indicate that in both tax systems, the equilibrium tax rate increases with the number of countries. This conclusion is consistent with the empirical results obtained by Bretschger and Hettich (2005), who indicated that globalization negatively impacts capital tax rates.

Differentiating equation (78) with respect to $\theta$ gives the degree of liberalization $\theta_{imp}$, which maximizes the equilibrium tax revenues under perfect tax competition:

$$\theta_{imp} = \frac{1+s-2\sqrt{s}}{1-s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (79)

This rate of liberalization allows governments to reach a certain compromise between two goals of economic policy. Substituting equation (79) into equations (77) and (78) gives the equilibrium income and equilibrium tax revenues for the case when $\theta = \theta_{imp}$:

$$y^\infty(\theta_{imp}) = \frac{c_a}{\sqrt{s}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (80)
Comparing equations (51) and (79), we see that $\theta_{\text{exp}}$ exceeds $\theta_{\text{imp}}$. Comparing equations (52) and (80) as well as equations (53) and (81), we conclude that if the government chooses the optimal value of $\theta$ to maximize its tax revenues under perfect tax competition, then the equilibrium values of income and tax revenues will equal. In this case, basic macroeconomic variables do not depend on the type of taxes in the world economy.

D. Model with double taxation

We now consider a model that describes a world in which each country can levy both export and import taxes. We focus on the case where country 1 levies an export tax and country 2 levies an import tax. In this case, exports from country 1 are subject to double taxation. The governments act as Leviathans. Suppose that the countries are identical: $c_{ij} = a; c_i = c_a (i = 1, 2); T$ is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal $(t_1, 0)$; and $R$ is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal $(0, \tau_2)$, where $t_1$ denotes the export tax rate in country 1 and $\tau_2$ denotes the import tax rate in country 2. Then, the vector of equilibrium incomes, $Y^*$, and full multiplier, $M_f$, become as follows:

$$Y^* = C_a \times M_f$$

$$M_f = [I - (I - T)C(I - R)]^{-1}$$

$$M_f = \frac{1}{\det C(I - R)}$$

$$M_f = \frac{1}{d} \begin{pmatrix} 1 - (1 - \tau_2)a & (1 - t_1)(1 - \tau_2)a \\ a & 1 - (1 - t_1)a \end{pmatrix}$$

where $d$ denotes the determinant of the matrix $I - (I - T)C(I - R)$, $d = s + at_1 + a\tau_2$.

Working through stages 1~5 gives the income, tax revenues, and the reaction function for country 1:

$$y_1 = c_a a \frac{1 + a\tau_2}{s + at_1 + a\tau_2}$$
Differentiating equation (87) with respect to $\tau_2$ gives the following:

$$\frac{\delta t_1^*}{\delta \tau_2} = \frac{(s+a\tau_2)+(1+a\tau_2)}{2} - \sqrt{(s+a\tau_2)(1+a\tau_2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (88)

The numerator in the right-hand side of equation (88) is positive since the arithmetic mean is greater than the geometric mean. As both the numerator and denominator are positive, the derivative in the left-hand side is positive as well. This means that the reaction function 1 is upward sloping, unlike the case of two identical countries that levy a tax of the same type. Similarly, the income of country 2 becomes as follows:

$$y_2 = c_a \left( \frac{1-a(1-t_2)\tau_2}{s+at_2+a\tau_2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (89)

Comparing equations (85) and (89), we see that $y_1$ always exceeds $y_2$, and thus, the tax base 1 always exceeds the tax base 2. The reaction function for country 2 becomes as follows:

$$\tau_2^* = \frac{1}{a} \left( \sqrt{(s + at_1)(1 - a + at_1)} - s - at_1 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (90)

Using equations (87) and (90) gives the following proportion:

$$\frac{s+a\tau_2^*}{s+at_1^*} = \frac{1-a+at_1^*}{1+a\tau_2^*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (91)

Assume that $\tau_2^*$ exceeds $t_1^*$. Then, the left-hand side of equation (91) exceeds unity, but the right-hand side is less than unity. This leads to a contradiction, and therefore, $t_1^*$ exceeds $\tau_2^*$. We have shown that the tax base 1 exceeds the tax base 2. Therefore, the equilibrium tax revenue in country 1 exceeds that in country 2. Thus, if imports in one country are subject to double taxation, then its equilibrium tax rate, income, and tax revenues are lower than those in another country.
IV. Conclusion

This study shows that the integration of the simple Keynesian equilibrium model with tax competition theory enables one to create a Keynesian-type macroeconomic model. This is a useful tool to investigate the factors influencing the equilibrium tax rates in different tax systems. While the rate of savings is almost ignored in tax competition models, we show its positive relation with the equilibrium tax rate, confirming that the tax burden in rich countries is higher than that in poor ones. We also demonstrate that the tax burden is higher in more open countries as opposed to less open ones. As highly industrialized core nations are characterized by a high rate of savings and a high level of openness, these two findings together serve as an additional argument in favor of the familiar statement by Baldwin and Krugman(2004); the core countries face higher equilibrium tax rates than the periphery countries.

The analysis has produced several unexpected findings. First, in contrast to Bucovetsky’s results, our study indicates that the equilibrium tax rates are higher in small countries than those in large ones. This inconsistency can be attributed to the fact that we examine taxation with a positive tax deduction. As large countries have higher tax deductions, the tax base and equilibrium tax rate will be relatively lower than those under proportional taxes. Second, this study demonstrates that in the case of identical countries with a high level of openness, the equilibrium tax rate increases with the number of competing countries. This result is in opposition to the common belief that increasing tax competition decreases equilibrium tax rates. Third, our study shows that in the long run, the economic conditions in a system with protective import taxes can turn out to be more favorable for business and government than those in a system with export taxes.
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